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NEF Mandate…
Established by the
National Empowerment Fund Act No. 105
of 1998, the NEF is a driver and
a thought-leader in promoting and
facilitating black economic participation
through the provision of financial and
non-financial support to black-owned and
managed businesses, as well as by promoting
a culture of savings and investment
among black people.

The NEF is an agency of the dti and is the only DFI
exclusively mandated to grow
B-BBEE
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Strategic Planning Framework…

The dti
Objectives

NEF Act:
Objectives

Broad Based Black Economic Empowerment
The Codes of Good Practice
Sectors
NEF
• Tourism; Biofuels; Construction;
Agro-processing; Transport;
ICT &
Media; Mining services; Franchising
Industrial Policy Action Plan:
• Automotives, components, medium
and heavy commercial vehicles
• Plastics, pharmaceuticals and
chemicals
• Biofuels
• Strengthening linkages between
cultural industries and tourism
• Business process servicing

Government Priorities:
1)

2)
3)
4)

Acceleration of economic growth and
transformation, creating decent work and
sustainable livelihoods;
Infrastructure development to achieve social
and economic goals and rural development ;
Skills and human resource development;
Build a developmental state and improve public

service.

NEF Sectors in line with national industrial objectives
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Market Failures &
Non-Financial Support
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Market Failures Facing SMEs
MARKET FAILURES
Limited own capital

NEF SOLUTIONS
Funding of between R250 000 and R75 million
for start-up, expansion and equity transformation
purposes as well as use of concessionary
facilities

Limited management skills, Entrepreneurship Development tools and
including financial,
dedicated mentorship support
marketing and technical
expertise

Access to affordable
capital
Lack of accurate and
reliable financial
information

Competitive cost of finance with a higher risk
appetite as well as requirement for operational
involvement (sweat-capital) reduces the need for
collateral payment
Dedicated pre-investment mentorship support
and technical assistance with our partners
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Market Failures Facing SMEs
MARKET FAILURES

Poor Quality Business Plans

NEF SOLUTIONS
Collaboration with other Government
agencies like seda, incubation,
entrepreneurial training and general preinvestment support

Lower bargaining and strong Linkages and emphasis on the
competition power from
implementation of the codes of good
established businesses with
practice (B-BBEE)
entrenched market dominance

Lack of access to local and
international markets

Linkages with off-takes
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GENERAL CHALLENGES OUTSIDE NEF





Lack of adequate technological infrastructure in Rural and Peri Urban
areas impedes communications for the clients with the rest of the world.
Lack of rental factory space for SME’s
Lack of integrated economic development plan. Contracts to be
financed and executed
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Funding Across the Economic Spectrum
Fund

Focus

Threshold
R250 000 –
R15 million

1

iMbewu Fund
(SMEs)

SME Fund providing
Entrepreneurship,
Procurement & Franchise
Finance

2

Women
Empowerment
Fund (WEF)

Achieve minimum 40% of
enterprises owned and
managed by black women

R250 000 –
R75 million

3

Rural &
Community
Development
Fund

Supporting rural economic
development through New
Ventures, Acquisition,
Expansion & Greenfields
Finance

R1 million –
R50 million

4

5

uMnotho Fund

Strategic
Projects Fund

Funding of New Ventures,
Acquisition, Project Finance,
Expansion, Capital Markets,
Liquidity & Warehousing

R2 million –
R75 million

Early-stage investment in
industrial / manufacturing
transactions

Up to R75
million
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5
specialist
funds

NEF Funding Products in detail
On average, the NEF’s business loans are repayable over 5 to 8 years, and up to 10 years where marked with an asterisk (*)
below:

Product / Fund

Description

Funding amounts

Entrepreneurship Finance

For starting a new business

R250 000 – R15 million

Procurement Finance

For tenders and contracts

R250 000 – R15 million

Franchise Finance

For pre-approved franchise licenses

R250 000 – R15 million

Acquisition Finance

For black investors acquiring a stake in medium to
large companies

R2 million – R75 million

Expansion Capital

For growing an existing business

R250 000 – R75 million

*Project Finance

Participation in green-field projects

R5 million – R75 million

Capital Markets

Listing on the JSE or its junior Altx markets

R2 million – R75 million

Liquidity and Warehousing

The NEF has Black Facilitator status, which can help
black shareholders and companies wishing to sell a
stake while keeping the shareholding black

R2 million – R75 million

*Rural and Community Development
Fund

for agri-processing, tourism, mining & beneficiation,
manufacturing etc

R1 million – R50 million

*Strategic Projects Fund

Venture-capital fund investing in early-stage projects
for the purpose of developing strategic industrial
capacity in poverty nodes, in renewable energy,
R1 million – R75 million
business process outsourcing, tourism, manufacturing,
mining and mineral beneficiation etc.
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Non-Financial Support
Pre-investment
As the first-point-of-contact the unit provides product advisory services,
manages the online business-plan solution, manages the administration of
applications, incubation and entrepreneurial training.
Socio Economic Development
Empower black people in existing NEF transactions and other broad
based groups through various interventions such as promotion of
saving and investments, social facilitation, entrepreneurial training,
investor education, corporate governance training and market access for
the acceleration of meaningful participation.

Post-investment support
Monitor investments, provide ongoing portfolio management, manage
mentorship support and collections as well as legal compliance

Turnarounds, Workouts and Restructuring
Rehabilitate distressed transactions and reduce impairments Through a
combination of measures including balance sheet restructuring,
equity and /or working capital injection, operational restructuring,
introduction of a strategic equity partner and / or turnaround specialist
and business rescue.

1
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VTSD CONTRIBUTION STRATEGIES

“
Villages Townships Small Dorpies (VTSD) – Rural, Peri Urban
and Urban Areas
Deliberate programmes by Govt: to foster economic growth and
development
 Basic consumer services in the major centres could be offered
by SMEs
 Government to direct for example 75% of the procurable items
to villages, townships and small dorpies,”
 Establishment of agri-parks in selected rural arears to drive the
rural village economy
 Create a conducive environment for SMEs to conduct business,
by reviewing or relaxing municipal by laws to meet the
requirements and needs of villages’, townships’ and small
dorpies’ enterprises without compromising the necessary
regulatory and legal prescripts,”
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VTSD CONTRIBUTION STRATEGIES








Encourage Provision of services by local people to government
e.g food and accommodation.
Interventions by offering training to ensure that the entrepreneurs
adopted proper business practices to make them competitive.
Establishment dairies,
Mines to be encourage to procure of local goods and services
The NEF through their SME and Rural development Fund and iMbewwu
to execute and will facilitate funding
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VTSD CONTRIBUTION STRATEGIES (NEF)
 The NEF has regional office presence in all provinces. In the last
financial year, approximately 65% of the number of approved
transactions emanated from the regional offices.
 This national presence ensures that the NEF reaches every area of the
country including the remotest rural areas, where the poorest of the poor
mostly reside.
 The NEF always takes part in national (the dti, provincial and local
government roadshows, as well as various other stakeholder events, to
take its message to the people.
 It is as a result of this that the NEF has successfully funded business
ventures through its Rural and Community Development Fund and
uMbewu, whose objective is to unlock value in rural and township and
Small Dorpies. communities
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VTSD CONTRIBUTION AND IMPACT
NEF NORTHWEST REGION
Deals approved from 01 April 2014 to 31 March 2015
Jobs
No of deals
Name of investment
Created Fund
7 VTSD
216

Amount
R 61 260 109

Deals approved from 01 April 2015 to 31 March 2016
Jobs
No of deals
Name ofYainvestment
Fund
Gae (Pty) Ltd Created
s
IMBEWU
1 Khumo
5 VTSD
146

Amount
R 4 200 000
R 10 420 000

Deals approved from 01 April 2016 to 31 March 2017
Jobs
No of deals
Name of investment
Created Fund
11 VTSD
647
Grand Total
23
1009
14

Amount
R 159 400 000
R 231 080 109

VTSD Development

VTSD - PIPELINE
Number
Name of the Business
1 Letsema General Dealer

Numbe
r of
24

2 Modderkuil Filling Station 22
3 Mmutle mining
25
4 Omphile Manufacturing
6
77

Town / Village
Tlhakong Village
Manamakgoteng Village
Phokeng Village
Taung village

Industry
Retail - OK Bazaars
Mining
Mining
Manufacturing

Amount
Applied for
R 5 000 000
R 1 500 000
R 13 000 000
R 288 000
R 19 788 000

VTSD Development in Action - Empowering
farm workers to become entrepreneurs
•

The NEF and DRDLR concluded an MOU in January 2016 to partner in

implementing some DRDLR programs.
•

The Honourable Minister Nkwinti requested the NEF to pilot 10 projects
under the “Strengthening of Relative Rights” programme (“SRR”) to
benefit mainly farm workers and rural communities to acquire economic
interests in the agricultural land and businesses where they are working

and/or living.
•

The SRR policy entails the farmer acquiring 50% of the business, farm
workers acquiring 50% (of which 5% will be allocated to NEF) to be

operated under NEWCO.

VTSD Development in Action Empowering farm workers to become
entrepreneurs (Cont)
•

The land is then acquired by the state and leased back to the business
for 30 years.

•

The NEF and DRDLR concluded a Service Level Agreement in
February 2016 to implement the SRR Pilot projects.

•

DRDLR has now handed 30 SRR

implementation by 31 March 2017.

projects to the NEF for

Investee Stories

Basadi Under Ground Pty
Ltd R2m

Basadi Underground Pty Ltd is a 100%
women-owned business operating in the
transport sector.
The company has been awarded a 5 year
contract by Maseve Mining to supply transport
service using six buses to transport Maseve
Mines Employees from Sundown Ranch Hotel to
Maseve Mines operations which is a 5km return
trips.
The contract is worth R17.9million.
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Investee Stories
Raleseke Projects (Pty) Ltd is a blackwoman controlled construction company
The business is 100% black women
owned.
The investment will create 20 permanent
jobs and 28 temporary jobs.
Raseleke projects has been awarded a
an original contract by Shoprite to build a
Usave shop of 731.99m² and lease it USave. The contract is worth R35,000 per
month.

Raleseke Projects (Pty)Ltd.
(R1.2 million)
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Investee Stories
R10m : Dream Weaver Meat Processing: North West

Dream Weaver This is a 100 black owned meat processing business that
further provides project management services. The NEF approved an
investment of R10 million Senior Debt instrument. The investment will create
50 new jobs and sustain the current outsourced 30 permanent jobs. With its
own meat processing facility, the business can attract and service new
clients, therefore growing its market share and creating new jobs.
Meat Africa is awarded a 7 years contract for supply of meat to AGA, to the
tune of R R2.9m per month.
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Investee Stories
Building the Economy,
Sharing the Wealth




Mzamani Investment Pty Ltd
(R5.5million)
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Mzamani Investments (Pty) Ltd
Mzamani Investments (Pty) Ltd is a
100% black owned company
established by Mr Maurice Chauke.
He has been appointed as the Shell
Retailer of Shell Bergers Service
Station located at the intersection of
Nelson Mandela and Joubert Street
in Rustenburg. The applicant has
approached the NEF to acquire
funding of R5 530 000. The NEF
funds was be used to fund the
acquisition of the service station,
stock and working capital.
Supporting a 100% black owned
entity
Maintenance of 20 permanent jobs
and creation of 1 job

Investee Stories
Building the Economy,
Sharing the Wealth

Bakwena Ba Mogopa Mineral
Resources (Pty) Ltd (R35 million)

Bakwena Ba Mogopa Mineral
Resources is a community owned
operation located in the Bethanie
area of North West on a 700 ha
farm surrounded by gabbronorite
reserves. The operation
is
involved in the quarrying of
gabbronorite dimension stone
blocks that are used mainly for
their
aesthetic
appeal
in
construction, home decoration
and monumental markets.
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BAPO BA MOGALE (R96
million)
 Building the Economy,
 Sharing the Wealth

The NEF invested a total of R96 million
towards the funding of working capital for
PPE , Yellow equipment and acquisition of
Buses,

Growing Black Industrialists
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SPF Mandate
Strategic Projects Fund (SPF)
A unit of the NEF established with a mandate to increase
the participation of black people in early-stage projects

Aligned to national Government policy.
Seeks competitive opportunity for the South African
economy and the inclusion of black participation in
opportunities at the outset of projects, as opposed to doing
so during equity closure
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Development and Economic Impact
• Creation of new manufacturing and industrial
capacity
• Creation of new jobs as opposed replacement
capital finance
• Investment of new fixed capital into
economically depressed areas or poverty
nodes

• Creation of an inclusive economy by increasing
South African participation
• Increase RSA export earning potential and
reduce import dependency
• Increase co-investment and linkage with
foreign direct investment
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Creating Black Industrialists

Strategic Industrial Sectors
RENEWABLE
ENERGY

Biofuels
Biomass
Biogas
Solar
Wind
Hydro

MINERAL
BENEFICIATION

Mining &
Mineral
Beneficiation

AGROPROCESSING

INFORMATION &
COMMUNICATIONS
TECHNOLOGY

INFRASTRUCTURE

Telecoms
Broadcasting

Roads
Dams and Bridges
Sewer and Bulk
Services

Chemicals
Agriculture
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TOURISM

B&Bs
Hotels
Guest
Houses
(Womenowned)
Real Estate

Thank you
Contact Details
WHERE

TELEPHONE

1

Head Office,
Johannesburg

011 305 8000 or 0861843 633 /
0861 THE NEF

2

Eastern Cape

0861 633 327 / 0861 NEF ECP

3

Free State

0861 633 377 / 0861 NEF FSP

4

KwaZulu Natal

0861 633 596 / 0861 NEF KZN

5

Limpopo

0861 633 546 / 0861 NEF LIM

6

Mpumalanga

0861 633 678 / 0861 NEF MPU

7

Western Cape

0861 633 927 / 0861 NEF WCP

8

North West

0861 633 697 / 0861 NEF NWP

9

Northern Cape

0861 633 627 / 0861 NEF NCP

www.nefcorp.co.za
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